White Paper

Identifying Sources of
External PIM

Background:
Passive intermodulation (PIM) is a well-known problem in cellular systems. Downlink signals at the cell
site mix at passive, non-linear junctions in the RF path, creating new signals. If these new signals
(intermodulation products) fall in an operator’s uplink band, they can elevate the noise floor and
degrade system performance.
Factory PIM test equipment has been commercially available for over 20 years. RF equipment
manufacturers use this equipment to verify that the components they produce are low PIM. Third
order intermodulation product (IM3) levels below –107 dBm (–150 dBc) when tested using 2x 43 dBm
(20 W) test signals are commonly achieved. Field PIM test equipment was introduced approximately a
decade later and is used to ensure that the completed cell site is low PIM. The field test not only verifies
the condition of the RF components but also verifies that the installation crew applied proper
workmanship techniques while assembling the site. IM3 levels below –100 dBm (–143 dBc) are often
specified and achieved.
Even with low PIM components and perfect installation techniques a site can still exhibit very poor PIM
performance due to PIM sources located beyond the antenna. In these instances, signals emitting from
the antenna excite non-linear objects in the main beam of the antenna as well as non-linear objects in
any direction within a few wavelengths of the antenna. These non-linear objects radiate or directly
couple IM products back into the antenna system at surprisingly high levels. It is not uncommon for
external PIM sources to generate IM3 as high as –50 dBm (–93 dBc) when measured at the system
receiver!
External PIM is typically caused by loose metalto-metal contacts. Some of these PIM sources
are relatively easy to identify:
• Air handling equipment on the rooftop
• Overlapping layers of metal flashing
• Sheet metal cable trays
• Sheet metal roof vents
• Rusty metal objects
Other external PIM sources are not so obvious:
• L
 oose metal-to-metal connections hidden
from view by roofing materials
• Loose cable hangers behind the antenna
In 2010 Anritsu announced, that it had invented and succeeded in developing a patented technology
that pinpoints PIM faults called Distance-to-PIM™ (DTP). DTP shows the location for PIM problems
within the antenna system, as well as distance to external PIM sources outside the antenna system.
This was an incredible step forward in improving the quality of information received from the on-site
PIM test. But one problem still remained for pinpointing external PIM beyond the antenna, DTP could
tell you how far away from the antenna the PIM source was located, but not the angle. If the antenna
had a 120° beamwidth, the PIM could be located anywhere along the 120° arc at the distance
measured by DTP.
In addition, depending on the site configuration, there can be multiple PIM sources simultaneously in
play, both in front of and behind the antenna. This is often the case on rooftop sites where the
antennas are recessed from the edge of the building or hidden behind concealment panels to improve
site aesthetics.
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Tools are now available from Anritsu to help technicians determine the precise location of external PIM.
Using the Anritsu PIM Hunter™ probe in conjunction with a spectrum analyzer, technicians can use
traditional interference hunting techniques to locate external PIM sources in the field. This document
describes the test process as well as provides important guidelines to consider while testing.

The test process:
The process begins with a traditional field PIM test. A PIM analyzer such as the Anritsu MW82119B PIM
Master ™ is used to generate two high power CW test signals that are injected into the system under
test. These signals travel through the antenna feed system and radiate any PIM sources in the RF path.
PIM sources beyond the antenna act like point source radiators, sending IM product signals in all
directions from the point of origin. These signals travel back in the direction of the antenna, through
the antenna feed system and arrive at the PIM analyzer receiver. The magnitude of the third order
intermodulation product frequency (IM3) is measured by the PIM analyzer and displayed.
If the PIM level is higher than desired, record this value, then estimate how far away the offending PIM
source is from the antenna aperture. This can be determined by using the DTP / DTP overlay function
of the PIM Master as described in application note 11410-00869. This function compares the distance
between a PIM source placed on the antenna aperture to the actual PIM source(s) present at the site
and reports the relative distance. Record this value. Armed with information you have an approximate
starting distance to begin your external PIM hunt.

Photo credit: Vertical Limit Construction

Since the PIM analyzer uses two CW test signals to excite PIM sources in the system, the IM3 signal
generated is also a CW signal. Connect the Anritsu PIM Hunter probe and an appropriate band-pass
filter to the RF IN port of the spectrum analyzer and tune the spectrum analyzer center frequency to
match the same IM3 frequency measured by the PIM analyzer. Set a Limit Line at approximately 10 dB
lower than the IM3 level you are looking for and turn ON the Limit Alarm. Start the PIM analyzer to
generate the high power test tones and begin hunting for external PIM sources. When the IM3 value
measured on the spectrum analyzer increases above the limit line, the audible alarm sounds, meaning
you are near a PIM source.
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150 mm (6 inch)

IM3 signal level vs. Distance from an external PIM source

As shown in the figure above, when the probe tip comes in close proximity to a PIM source, the IM3
value measured on the spectrum analyzer increases rapidly. When the probe tip is moved beyond the
PIM source, the IM3 level decreases rapidly. The change in IM3 value is typically 10 dB within 150 mm
(6 inches) from the PIM source. Move the probe tip back and forth in the area of interest until the
maximum signal location is identified. Mark these spots with highly visible tape and continue hunting.
Continue probing the field until all significant external PIM sources have been identified.
It is not uncommon for high signal variation to occur when the probe tip is far away from PIM sources.
This is due to multipath fading of the IM3 signal from multiple PIM sources or from reflective surfaces
at the site. Once close to a PIM source, the signal from that PIM source becomes dominant, reducing
signal level variation.

Important considerations:
Safety: Care must be taken while hunting for external PIM sources to ensure that technicians performing
the test are not exposed to RF fields in excess of the local jurisdiction’s maximum allowable occupational
exposure limit. In the United States, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) occupational /
controlled exposure limits between 300 MHz and 10 GHz are shown in the table below. As a wireless
professional working near antennas, it is important to know your local exposure requirements and
maintain safe working distances. Safe working distances can be calculated for various site
configurations using the equations provided below.
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Frequency

Occupational / Controlled
Exposure (mW/cm2)

300 MHz to 1500 MHz

F (MHz) / 300

1500 MHz to 100,000 MHz
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Calculations / Conversions:
EIRPdBm = Test power (dBm) + 3 dB + Antenna gain (dBi) – Direction adjustment (dB) – Cable loss (dB)
(3 dB is added above because two high power test tones are present)
EIRPW = (10^ ( EIRPdBm / 10) / 1000 )
MPE (W/m2) = MPE (mW/cm2) * 10
Safe Distance = SQRT ( EIRPW / ( 4π * MPE (W/m2) ) )
Definitions:
EIRPdBm = Effective Isotropic Radiated Power in dBm
EIRPW = Effective Isotropic Radiated Power in Watts
MPE (W/m2) = Maximum Permissible Exposure in W/m2
MPE (mW/cm2) = Maximum Permissible Exposure in mW/cm2
Direction adjustment = Front-to-Side ratio or Front-to-Back ratio based on the antenna pattern
Safe Distance = Distance from antenna where MPE is achieved
Using the FCC limits and assuming test cable loss = 0.5 dB, Front-to-side ratio = 15 dB and Front-toback ratio = 25 dB for 65° Panel Antenna, the following safe working distances can be calculated:
Antenna type

Frequency

Gain (dBi)
15.5

Test power
(dBm)
43

Distance
(front)
2.0 m

Distance
(side)
0.4 m

Distance
(rear)
0.1 m

65° Panel Antenna

700 – 900 MHz

65° Panel Antenna

1700 – 2100 MHz

17.5

43

1.8 m

0.3 m

0.1 m

Omni Antenna

700 – 900 MHz

12.0

43

1.3 m

N/A

N/A

Omni Antenna
1700 – 2100 MHz
Small Omni Antenna
700 – 900 MHz

12.0
3.5

43
37

0.9 m
0.3 m

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Small Omni Antenna 1700 – 2100 MHz

5.0

37

0.2 m

N/A

N/A

Clearly it is important to be aware of these safe working distances while hunting for external PIM. The
PIM Hunter probe is approximately 1m in length, allowing you to probe locations near antennas while
remaining in compliance with occupational exposure limits. If it becomes necessary to probe areas
close to the front of an antenna, do so with your body behind or beside the antenna.
Band-pass filters: One of the worst PIM sources at the cell site is the receiver on your spectrum analyzer!
If the high power test tones used to excite external PIM sources are able to reach the receiver front end,
extremely high PIM levels will be generated within the spectrum analyzer itself. To prevent this, a high
quality bandpass filter must be installed between the PIM Hunter probe and the input port of the spectrum
analyzer. This filter must allow the IM3
signal of interest to pass while attenuating
the two high power test signals generated
by the PIM analyzer. The same filters
available for use with the Anritsu MA2700A
Interference Hunter™ work well for this
application. See Technical Datasheet
11410-00719 for available filters.

Band-pass filter with plastic case removed
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Spectrum Analyzer Settings:  The spectrum analyzer settings below provide a good starting point for an
external PIM hunt. Refer to your spectrum analyzer user guide for instructions for setting the following
parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Center frequency = IM3 frequency from PIM analyzer
Span = 100 kHz
Amplitude reference level = 20 dB higher than peak IM3 measured on PIM Master
Scale = 10 dB/div
Auto Atten = ON
Auto RBW = ON
Auto VBW = ON
Pre-amp = ON
Trace A Operations = Average –>A
# of averages = 2
Trace B Operations = Max hold–>B
Sweep Mode = Burst Detect
Upper Limit = ON
Limit level = 10 dB lower than peak IM3 measured on PIM Master
Limit Alarm = ON
Volume = set to maximum (found in the system menu)

The MW82119B PIM Master pulses the CW PIM test signals on and off continuously during the PIM test
to reduce battery consumption. As a result, the IM3 signal you are hunting is also a pulsed signal. A
spectrum analyzer equipped with burst detect, such as the MS2720T, is recommended to effectively
capture the pulsing IM3 signal. Averaging 2 or 3 sweeps smooths the resulting magnitude while
maintaining quick response to changes in PIM level.
In most cases, the IM3 signal you are seeking will be relatively high level signal (–50 dBm to –80 dBm).
With the above settings, the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer should be well below –100 dBm. As
soon as the PIM Analyzer is turned on, the IM3 signal should appear on the spectrum analyzer. When
the PIM Hunter probe tip is located close to the PIM source, the level will increase rapidly.

IM3 level seen when away from a PIM source

IM3 level seen when near a PIM source

Use the limit alarm feature of the spectrum analyzer to provide an audible alarm only when the probe tip
is near a PIM source. This allows the operator “listen for PIM sources” rather than having to constantly
focus on the spectrum analyzer display. Adjust the limit level up or down as required to only generate
tones when the probe tip is within 0.25 meter of significant PIM sources.
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Max hold on the B trace is useful for comparing the maximum IM3 level detected to the current IM3
level. If an audible alarm is heard while scanning across an area, slow down and scan the area more
slowly looking for the location where the maximum occurred. Once a PIM source location is identified
and marked, use the Reset Trace function to reset the maximum trace before hunting the next PIM
source.
Be conscious of where you are standing: As it turns out, your body is a pretty good attenuator. If you
stand between the antenna and a PIM source, the PIM level may reduce by >30 dB. While probing, be
conscious of where the antenna is located and make sure the PIM Hunter probe tip is not being
“shadowed” by your body.

Correct

Not Correct

PIM is always high directly in front of the antenna: When probing screening walls or metal objects less
than 1 wavelength in front of an antenna the CW test signals entering the probe will be significantly
higher. Even with a high quality bandpass filter, the test tone levels may not be attenuated enough to
prevent false PIM readings. Increasing the attenuation level on the spectrum analyzer and/or reducing
the test power level on the PIM analyzer may improve results when testing near the face of the
antenna.
PIM seems to be coming from everywhere: The external PIM hunting process works well if the PIM
sources are truly external. If, however, the dominant PIM source is inside the antenna system, the
antenna will spray the IM3 frequency into the environment. The radiated IM3 signal will bounce off of
metal object in front of the antenna, causing just about everything to look like a PIM generator. In
some cases, just holding the PIM Hunter probe in the air will generate a high PIM result. With
experience, you will learn to recognize this effect and focus you attention back to the antenna rather
than the environment..
PIM levels change dramatically and I am not moving the probe: At any given moment, the PIM Hunter
system is detecting the vector sum of all PIM sources arriving at the probe tip. In some cases, there
may be highly variable PIM source somewhere on the sector that is extremely sensitive to mechanical
movement. Shifting your weight may cause a PIM source 3 meters away to increase in magnitude by
40 dB! The PIM Hunter probe will detect this increase, even if the probe is not directly over the source.
Try standing as still as possible while moving the probe around to see if the signal level changes. For
this same reason, it is highly recommended that only one person be moving on the rooftop at a time
while the PIM hunt is in progress.
Another thing to keep in mind is that the IM3 frequency you are measuring may also be in use by
mobiles attempting to communicate with the cell site. If you see short, bursty signals that raise the
noise floor across the full 100 kHz bandwidth of the display, you are likely seeing live traffic. If the
signal level from mobiles persists, change your test settings on both the PIM analyzer and the
spectrum analyzer to move the IM3 frequency to unused spectrum.
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Correcting the PIM problems after identification
In some cases, external PIM sources can be easily repaired on the first PIM hunting visit to a site.
Examples might include removing rust and applying a fresh coat of paint to steel objects, tightening
mounting hardware or wrapping metal objects in RF absorbing foam to attenuate the PIM.

PIM reduced 15 dB by
tightening hardware
below the antenna

In other cases, more complex repairs might be required that cannot be resolved in a single visit. A typical
example might be unseen metal-to-metal contacts below the roofing material surface that need repair.
In these situations, it is desirable to clearly document the areas of concern and deploy temporary “fixes”
to determine the performance benefits that could be gained by a permanent repair. Temporary fixes
in use today include deploying PIM Blankets or RF absorbing foam over the PIM sources identified
during the PIM hunt. PIM Blankets are available from manufactures such as ConcealFab Corp.
(www.concealfab.com) and RF absorbing foam is available from manufactures such as Cuming
Microwave (www.cumingmicrowave.com).

PIM Blankets deployed over large area generating PIM
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RF absorber placed over small area generating PIM

The PIM analyzer serves multiple purposes in the external PIM identification and remediation process.
It first acts as the high power signal source enabling the PIM Hunter to precisely identify external PIM
locations. It also performs the pass / fail measurement necessary to document whether or not fixes,
both permanent as well as temporary, will meet system requirements.

PIM level before deploying
temporary fix
PIM level able to be achieved with
temporary fix deployed (30 dB
reduction)

Conclusion:
Identifying the location of external PIM sources has been an extremely difficult problem for mobile
operators worldwide. With Anritsu’s PIM Hunter™, PIM Master™ and Spectrum Master™ products,
operators finally have the tool set required to precisely identify external PIM sources. Once identified, a
variety of PIM mitigation techniques can be deployed to reduce PIM levels and improve system
performance.
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